
Feeding 80,000 Manitobans a Month
Red River Mutual Awards $17,500 to Manitoba’s Only

Provincial Food Network, Harvest Manitoba

Winnipeg, MB - (July 26, 2021) - “No Manitoban should go hungry.” This simple and stark
reminder is what keeps the team at Harvest Manitoba going.

Entering into their Winnipeg facility, often the team is prepping Harvest Hampers; accessible
food boxes that find their way to 80,000 Manitobans a month through food banks and agency
partners. Founded in 1985, Harvest Manitoba is now the fourth largest food distributor of its kind
in Canada, and the only one in Manitoba. With the help of $17,500 from Red River Mutual’s
Spruce Up Your Story grant, they will expand their operation to include a community
greenspace. It will be used to run gardening workshops to show Manitobans how to grow their
own produce and aid in creating a sustainable food system.

Megan Erbus, the Urban Agriculture Program Manager, explains the importance and synergy
between gathering spaces and food; “It's always been a fantastic place for people to gather. It
might be their first time ever being able to plant a tomato, or see how things are grown and what
it might look like to start from a seed. Those have always been satisfying memories.

“We are located in an industrial area, so there’s not a lot of greenspaces. We have this amazing
amount of space to be able to provide a bit of greenery to harvest. There’s an opportunity to
teach people how to grow.”

But to do this they have to overcome various setbacks from 2020, especially COVID-19 which
limits their team size. Also their hoop house, used to lengthen their crops’ growing season by
providing shade and covering, was vandalized and burnt down. This left the work area unsafe
and full of debris. With the support from Red River Mutual, the team at Harvest Manitoba will get
back on-track sooner than expected.

https://www.harvestmanitoba.ca/
https://redrivermutual.com/spruce-up-your-story/

